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PUBLIC I NTEREST LAW DIRECTOR 
CONDEMNS STATE HIRING FREEZE 
The state government employee " hiring freeze" implemented 
four years ago by Governor Jerry Brown has failed in effecting 
responsible go v ernment, according to attorney Robert Fellmeth, 
director for the University of San Diego's Center for Public 
Interest Law ~and associate professor of the School of Law. 
In the most recent edition of the Center's quarterly 
publication the "California Regulatory Law Reporter," Fellmeth 
attacked the practice of prohibiting any new hiring as "a device 
to avoid the tough political decision" of looking a civil servant 
in the eye and saying, "you are not doing the job, pack up and 
get out." 
Fellmeth, a one-time staff attorney for Ralph Nader and 
former special Deputy District Attorney for San Diego County, 
claims the hiring freeze has meant in practice much more than 
government reduction through attrition. 
" Some age ncies do not have room for attrition," says 
Fellmeth, "and yet e v eryone would agree some of them are nec e ssary. 
Further the rate of attrition is highly variable--deaths and 
retir ements do not correspond to workload in a useful manner." 
--more--
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Fellmeth concedes there have been exceptions to the hiring 
freeze; the Department of Health Services was largely excepted, 
p r e sumably because health is of special import. 
" In fact, not e verything (or very much some would argue) 
that t he De partment of Health Serv ices does is critical to anyone's 
health , and there are agencies whose functions may be more closely 
related to health but who lack the appropriate title," Fellmeth 
noted the the Center's government watchdog publication of which 
he serves as editor. 
The consequence of the exception to the hiring freeze has 
resulted in a "mad merry-go-round" in Sacramento, according 
to Fellmeth, · "because while new people cannot be hired, those in the 
system can be laterally transferred. 
"This is great for the current employees, since they are 
subjects of a vigorous bidding war, promotion promises, shorter 
hours and other benefits," Fellmeth claims. "Even at the 
secretarial level, stealing persons from another agency has become 
a critical part of an agency's operations." 
"The only new employees coming in are coming in through the 
'excepted agencies.' Hence, the Department of Health Services 
hires many secretaries to fill their needs from the outside. 
Other agencies bid them away with promis e s which would make the 
USC football recruiting staff env ious." 
"The simplistic fre e ze formula," Fellmeth concluded, "may 
attract a concise headline, but do e s not make for responsible 
government." 
--more--
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Fellmeth's commentary on the hiring freeze is part of 
a continuing series of articles in "The California Regulatory 
Law Reporter, " the first quarterly publication of its kind in 
the United States. The Center, publishers of the magazine, 
has a staff of attorneys and students now monitoring meetings 
of all major California regulatory bodies. The intent of the 
Center and its publication, according to Fellmeth, is to open 
the regulatory process to greater public scrutiny. 
Fellmeth, who has written or contributed to seven books 
on the subject of regulatory law, took to task some of the 
regulations of the Contractors State License Board and The 
Board of Behavioral Science Examiners. 
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